DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT WORK
AND THE AIM OF THE VISIT

Exact results in the equilibrium statistical mechanics of classical two-dimensional
Coulomb fluids, obtained through their equivalence with (1+1)-dimensional field theories like the sine-Gordon model, are of my primary interest. According to the correspondence principle, the quantum description of a particle system reduces to the
classical one in the high-temperature limit. To describe correctly a quantum Coulomb
system at a finite temperature, the long-wavelength plasma oscillations are quantized
in terms of collective modes, namely nondispersive bulk and surface plasmons. These
plasmons do not account for retardation (relativistic) effects due to the coupling of
charged particles to the electromagnetic field radiated just by these particles. During
my last visit of B. Jancovici in Orsay within a MISGAM short-visit grant, we succeeded in taking into account retardation effects in equilibrium long-ranged charge
correlations at the rectilinear surface of a conductor [arXiv:0811.0295, to appear in
Physical Review E]. This was done by applying a fluctuational theory of the electromagnetic field. The result is surprising: the inclusion of retardation causes the
quantum formula to take its classical form, for any temperature.
The aim of my next planned collaboration with B. Jancovici in Orsay is the
generalization of the above results to Coulomb fluids constrained to an arbitrarily
shaped domain, with plain hard walls impenetrable for charges. This problem is
related to the calculation of the dielectric susceptibility tensor which describes the
linear response of the Coulomb system to a constant external electric field. The
tensor, although being defined per unit volume, depends on the shape of the domain.
This shape dependence is directly related to the long-range nature of the charge
correlations along the domain surface. Our experience with integrable models allowed
us to evaluate the dielectric susceptibility tensor for classical Coulomb fluids and
specially shaped constraining domains, like a disk or a sphere, by considering the
balance of all forces acting on a body in thermal equilibrium [J. Stat. Phys. 114
(2004) 1211-1234]. Now, we would like to generalize the exact classical result to
the quantum one, first without retardation effects and afterwards with retardation
effects. This will be done by applying the fluctuational theory of the electromagnetic
field, both in the bulk and on the surface of the constraining domain.
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